Review. Sulfur-containing volatile compounds in seafood: occurrence, odorant properties and mechanisms of formation.
An inventory of the most part of sulfur-containing volatile compounds (SCVCs) present in seafood was carried out. These molecules constitute key compounds to understand and improve seafood quality. According to their nature, concentration and environmental parameters (temperature), they can move the overall seafood odor from desirable to rotten. Sulfury odors can also indicate problems in sanitary quality. Thus, it is essential to monitor the generation of these compounds to better control the organoleptic and sanitary quality of seafood. SCVC were divided in two categories: aliphatic compounds and cyclic compounds. Among cyclic SCVC, several families of compounds can be distinguished as thiophenes, thiazoles and their respective derivatives. The main pathways of formation of SCVC in seafood are investigated in order to better understand their presence in seafood aroma. Microbial mediated enzymatic reactions are mainly implied in the generation of aliphatic SCVC whereas Maillard reactions are involved in the generation of cyclic SCVC. A small part of SCVC could also derive from the environment by direct bioaccumulation of S-containing molecules or precursors. Then, the occurrence of SCVC in seafood is discussed according to the extraction methods, analysis methods - sometimes olfactometric methods and the species - the state and the average biochemical composition of the seafood matrix in which they were recovered. Finally, among the identified SCVC, the odorant properties of odor-active volatile compounds were investigated. Aromatic notes and odorant thresholds for odorant SCVC of seafood aroma are listed. Both pathways of formation and lists of SCVC linked to their odorant properties constitute important indicators to optimise seafood quality from an organoleptic and sanitary point of view.